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FOOD PREPARATION METHOD

ing gears, shafts, a wiper and a spatula; it requires disassembly for cleaning and assembly for cooking.

CROSS-REFERENCE TO OTHER
APPLICATIONS
This application is a division of U.S. patent application Ser.
No. 111469,721 filed 1 Sep. 2006 and entitled Stirring And
Mixing Apparatus (now U.S. Pat. No. 8,066,427), which
claims the benefit of U.S. provisional patent application No.
60/804,469 filed 12 Jun. 2006 and entitled Mixing and Stirring Apparatus, the disclosures of which are incorporated by
reference.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
Automated cooking machines, such as bread makers, have
become increasingly popular. Another type of automated
cooking machine is shown in U.S. Pat. Nos. 4,649,810; 4,779,
522; 4,820,054; 4,942,807, all issued to the present inventor,
the disclosures of which are incorporated by reference. This
type of automated cooking machine permits ingredients to be
added at different times, stirred and tumed or flipped. One
way to implement a stirring action is to use a simple planar
stirrer to scrape the bottom of the pot in a circular fashion. The
shape of the stirrer will cause the food ingredients to spread
out or tumble over the top of the stirrer. However, the overall
action is not a true tum and flip motion so that its effectiveness
is compromised in many situations.
The two-axis turn and flip stirrer disclosed in, for example,
U.S. Pat. No. 4,942,807 is an automated stirrer which will
perform a true turn and flip function. However, in certain
situations even the stirrer shown in this patent is not as effective as could be desired. This can occur when cooking a
relatively small amount of an ingredient or when the cooking
surface is extremely slippery, as could be caused by non-stick
surface coating or the presence of a sufficient amount of
water, oil or other liquid. In these situations, the stirrer can
have a tendency to push the ingredients forward rather than
turning and flipping the ingredients. The slippage will render
the two-axis stirrer less effective than it is designed to be.
Therefore, an effective two-axis stirrer also depends on sufficient surface friction developed at least in part by the total
weight of the ingredients to be pushed, turned and flipped.
To solve the problem of ingredients being pushed forward
rather than turning, the present inventor came up with another
design disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 5,535,665.Anobstructionor
blocking element was introduced to create a blocking motion
to prevent the ingredient from being pushed forward by the
turning spatula. The accumulation of blocked ingredients
allowed the spatula to tum and flip the ingredients more
effectively. If the ingredients are small relative to the size of
the spatula, turning and flipping will be effective. If the thickness of the ingredients is larger than the width of the spatula,
the turning will be less effective. Also thin and long ingredients such as noodles have tendency to whirl and tangle around
the stirrer. Another occasional problem is food jammed
between the spatula and the bottom of the cooking container
or the obstruction element. Jamming can occur for several
reasons. For example, an edge of the spatula might get caught
on top of a large hard ingredient. While the drive mechanism
can be clutched to prevent damage the machine, a very elaborate gearing and clutching arrangement may be necessary to
release the jammed condition. Even so there will still be a
small chance the food cannot be freed and require operator
intervention. The stirrer assembly itself involves angle turn-

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
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A first embodiment of the present invention is a cooking
apparatus including a cooking container comprising an upper
access opening and an inner, cooking surface. The cooking
surface includes a spherical surface portion defining a center
point. The cooking surface also defines an open interior
extending inwardly from the access opening. The cooking
apparatus also includes a spatula assembly. The spatula
assembly includes a curved spatula pivotally mounted to the
cooking container for moving along the cooking surface and
about a pivot axis between first and second positions. The
pivot axis passes through the center point. The spatula assembly also includes a spatula driver operably coupled to the
spatula to drive the spatula between the first and second
positions. The spatula assembly may be constructed so that at
least one of the first and second positions is above the pivot
axis. The curved spatula may also include a spatula body
having an outer surface and a barrier member extending radially inwardly from the outer surface, the outer surface contacting the cooking surface of the cooking container.
One example of a cooking method carried out according to
the present invention comprises heating a cooking container
and stirring food within an open interior of the cooking container. The heating step is carried out with a cooking container
comprising an upper access opening and a cooking surface,
the cooking surface comprising a spherical surface portion
defining a center point, the cooking surface defining an open
interior extending inwardly from the access opening. The
food stirring step comprises moving a curved spatula along
the cooking surface about a pivot axis between first and second positions, the pivot axis passing through the center point;
and turning food over before or as the spatula reaches the first
position. The moving step may be carried out with the spatula
body being in continuous close contact with the cooking
surface until the spatula has passed the access opening.
Other features, aspects and advantages of the present
invention can be seen on review of the figures, the detailed
description, and the claims which follow.
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FIG. 1 illustrates a cooking apparatus made according to
the invention situated above a support ring on a stovetop;
FIGS. 2A-2D are simplified cross-sectional views of the
cooking apparatus of FIG. 1 illustrating a single mixing cycle
for the spatula assembly;
FIG.3 illustrates an alternative embodiment of the cooking
apparatus of FIG. 1 using a motorized spatula driver;
FIG. 4 is an enlarged view of the motorized spatula driver
of FIG. 3;
FIG. 5 shows an alternative embodiment of the cooking
container of FIG. 1;
FI G. 6 illustrates a separate spill ring used with the cooking
container of FIG. 5;
FIGS. 7, 8, 8A and 9-11 illustrate alternative embodiments
of the spatula of FIG. 1, the FIG. 11 embodiment having a
full-length barrier member;
FIG. 12 shows a further embodiment of a cooking container including a flat area on the bottom;
FIGS. 13 and 14 illustrate two types of spatulas designed
for use with the cooking container of FIG. 12;
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FIG. 15 illustrates an alternative embodiment of the invention in which the cooking apparatus uses a shovel-type
spatula and the spatula and cooking container are rotated
relative to one another;
FIG. 16 is an enlarged view of the shovel-type spatula of
FIG. 15;
FIG. 17 is a view of a portable motorized spatula assembly;
FIG. 18 is a view of the portable motorized spatula assembly of FIG. 17 with a portion of the housing broken away to
illustrate the spatula driver;
FIG. 19 illustrates a cooking assembly incorporating the
cooking apparatus of FIG. 3 and a heat source along with
electronic controls to provide automatic mixing and heating;
and
FIG. 20 shows a modification of the cooking assembly of
FIG. 19 to include an automatic ingredient dispensing assembly.

16. FIG. 2A shows spatula 18 at a first position 38 above pivot
axis 22. FIG. 2B shows spatula 18 at a second position 39 as
it begins to engage food or other ingredients 40. FIG. 2C
shows the continued movement of spatula 18 to a second
position 41 showing some offood 40 still being supported and
moved by spatula 18 while the rest of food 40 has begun
falling away from spatula assembly 18. Third position 42, see
FIG. 2D, is located above axis 22 so to allow food 40 to be
released from spatula 18 and fall back into the open interior
44 of cooking container 12. Spatula 18 may be operated to
continue the counterclockwise movement of the path shown
in FIG. 2 so to return back to first position 38. Alternatively,
and typically preferably, spatula 18 is then rotated in a clockwise direction from third position 42 through second positions 41, 39 and to first position 38 in an oscillating or reciprocating manner.
As spatula 18 rotates, the spatula scraps the total inner
surface 14 of cooking container 12, and temporarily loosens
food 40 or other ingredients from the cooking container.
When spatula 18 is scooping up ingredients from the middle
portion of cooking container 12, it creates an opening and
allows other ingredients from both sides of curved inner surface 14 to fill the opening. This constant displacement of
ingredients helps to create improved mixing of the ingredients.
The movement of spatula 18 is typically to a position above
pivot axis 22 to help ensure the proper mixing and turning of
food 40. However, spatula 18 can be configured in a manner
to cause food to be flipped or turned before reaching pivot axis
22. One way could be to make barrier member 36 wedgeshaped or drive spatula 18 with an oscillating rotation motion.
Another, more complicated and therefore possibly less desirable, way to do so could be to cause one or more of barrier
member 36 to flip or rotate downwardly at an appropriate
position along the path of spatula 18.
FIG. 3 illustrates cooking apparatus 10 similar to that of
FIG. 1 but including a motorized spatula driver 20, shown
also in FIG. 4. Motorized spatula driver 20 includes a motor
48 driving a wheel 50. Wheel 50 has a pin 52 passing through
a slot 54 in a pivot arm 56. The other end of pivot arm 56 is
secured to a pivot shaft 58 passing through a support plate 60.
Pivot shaft 58 is connected to and drives a gear train 62 on the
opposite side of support plate 60. Gear train 62 drives an
output drive shaft 64 passing through support plate 60. Output
drive shaft 64 is connected to one end of spatula 18 and drives
the spatula in a reciprocating or oscillating marmer. Similar
oscillating motion can be achieved by using an electronically
controlled reversible motor.
Another distinction between cooking apparatus 10 of FIG.
3 and cooking apparatus 10 of FIG. 1 is that cooking container
12 and spill ring 26 are separate components in the FIG. 3
embodiment while in the FIG. 1 embodiment spill ring 26 is
an integral extension of cooking container 12. Cooking container 12 of FIGS. 3 and 5 includes a drip lip 66 to accommodate mounting spill ring 26. Drip lip 66 also helps prevent
drips running down the outer surface of spill ring 26 from
continuing down onto the outside of cooking container 12,
where they could be burned on during cooking In addition, the
use of a full size curved body type of spatula 18, such as in
FIGS. 7-8, plus the use of an amply sized drip lip 66 can help
eliminate spillage and reduced the need for a spill ring. Spill
ring 26 shown in FIG. 6 includes cut outs 68 to accommodate
pivot pegs or pivot pins at either end of spatula 18. Spill ring
26 may be made of the same material as cooking container 12
but also may be made of other materials, such as high-temperature plastic materials or composite materials.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION
20

The following description of the invention will typically be
with reference to specific structural embodiments and methods. It is to be understood that there is no intention to limit the
invention to the specifically disclosed embodiments and
methods but that the invention may be practiced using other
features, elements, methods and embodiments. Preferred
embodiments are described to illustrate the present invention,
not to limit its scope, which is defined by the claims. Those of
ordinary skill in the art will recognize a variety of equivalent
variations on the description that follows. Like elements in
various embodiments are commonly referred to with like
reference numerals.
FIG. 1 illustrates the first embodiment of a cooking apparatus 10 made according to the invention. Cooking apparatus
10 includes a cooking container 12, having an inner surface
14, and a spatula assembly 16. Spatula assembly 16 comprises a spatula 18 and a spatula driver 20. Spatula driver 20
drives spatula 18 for movement about a pivot axis 22. Pivot
axis 22 is located at the upper edge 24 of cooking container
12. A spill ring 26 is mounted to and extends upwardly from
upper edge 24. The wall of the spill ring 26 can be cylindrical,
or section of a half sphere with a radius equal or slightly larger
than cooking container 12. The curved inner surface of a
spherical spill ring can accelerate the falling back of ingredients into cooking container 12. Another advantage of spill
ring 26 is one of safety; it can help protect the operator from
contacting spatula 18 or being caught between the spatula and
cooking container 12 during its rotating motion.
In the embodiment of FIG. 1 cooking container 12 is similar to a wok but with inner surface 14 being hemispherical.
Cooking container 12 is typically used with a support ring 28
to support cooking apparatus 10 above, for example, a heat
source 30 on a stove top 32. In some embodiments a heating
element can be welded or otherwise affixed to the bottom of
cooking container 12. Spatula 18 is a curved spatula having a
radius of curvature equal to or slightly less than the radius of
curvature of inner surface 14. The central portion of spatula
18 includes circumferentially-extending curved wings 34 and
a radially inwardly extending barrier member 36. The length
and width of curved wings 34 as well as the length and height
of barrier member 36 can be varied according to the operating
environment, including the amount and type of food it to be
prepared. In some embodiments the thickness of spatula 18
may be sufficient to eliminate the need for one or both of
curved wings 34 and barrier member 36.
FIGS. 2A-2D are simplified cross-sectional views of cooking apparatus 10 showing a single cycle of spatula assembly
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The height of spill ring 26 typically depends on the method
of stirring, but usually is no more than the radius of the
cooking container 12. Lower heights can usually be used if an
oscillating spatula driver 20 is used to drive spatula 18 in an
oscillating manner. In addition, lower height spill rings 26 can
also be used when spatula 18 is driven manually and the
operator uses an oscillating spatula motion as opposed to
simply rotating the spatula 3600 about the pivot axis. However, the particular type of food, the quantity of food and the
shape and style of the spatula can also affect the necessary
height or requirement for spill ring 26. A full body type of
spatula as shown in FI GS. 7-8 can greatly reduced the need of
a spill ring. If a removable cover or an ingredient dispensing
system is used, such cover or ingredient dispensing system
can be constructed to accommodate any height of spill ring.
Assuming inner surface 14 of cooking container 12 is a
section of a sphere, the body of spatula 18 is preferably
circular in shape and concentric to pivot axis 22, with its
radius slightly less than that of inner surface 14. Spatula 18
can be configured to look like, for example, a thin slice of the
spherical sector of cooking container 12 (FIGS. 7, 8), or a
circularly bent piece of elongate rectangular rod (FIGS. 9, 10)
or a small round rod. A full (FIG. 11) or partial (FIGS. 7-10)
barrier member 36, is provided for collecting and pushing
ingredients. Different configurations of barrier member 36
have different turning and mixing effects so that the particular
configuration for barrier member 36 will depend at least in
part on the cooking requirements. For example, spatula 18 in
FIG. 7 or 8 can be used to tum large portions of ingredients
without first breaking up the portion in the middle and thus
preserve the relative form and shape of the ingredients.
Spatula 18 in FIG. 9 helps to break up the ingredients faster
and caused a more thorough mixing. Wing 34 helps to prevent
ingredients from spilling over the edge of cooking container
12 when it reaches upper edge 24. Since spatula in FIG. 9 is
lifting a smaller portion of ingredient in each cycle, the
amonnt of torque requirement to raise the ingredients is much
less, and thus is suitable for manual and low torque motor
configurations. FIG. 8A shows a spatula 18 with a barrier 36
perforated with drainage holes 37; this type of spatula can be
used for cooking involving large amounts of liquid, such as
deep frying, cooking noodles, etc. Holes 37 can separate the
liquid and solid ingredients at the end of cooking cycle by
raising spatula 18 to the upper edge of cooking container 12.
Spatula 18 typically rotates around pivot axis 22 passing
through the center of the sphere partially formed by inner
surface 14 of cooking container 12. The scrapping surfaces of
spatula 18 and inner surface 14 of cooking container 12 are
preferably concentric and in constant close contact. The angle
of entry for the spatula to collect and push the ingredients is
close to the tangent line of the two curved surfaces formed by
the pot and spatula. Because of this small clearance between
spatula 18 and inner surface 14 the contact force on the food
ingredients is controllable and the chance of jannning is
greatly reduced.
The above embodiments have spherical inner surfaces 14.
Other embodiments may use curved surfaces that are not
spherical, such as spheroid, but still define a circular arc at
each position along the axis. Other curved surfaces which do
not define a circular arc at each position along the axis may be
accommodated by providing a telescoping or other variable
length spatula that can change its length as necessary so that
it scrapes along the inner curved surface of the cooking container. Such a telescoping spatula would preferably have an
inherent bias forcing it against the inner surface of the cooking container. In some situations merely providing a flexible

spatula may accommodate curved surfaces which do not
define a circular arc at each position along the axis.
For example, in some embodiments cooking container 12
may be a generally spherical cooking container with a relatively small flat bottom area 70, see FIG. 12, for stability on a
flat heating surface. This type of cooking container may also
be used with or without a spill ring 26. If flat bottom area 70
is relatively small, the small gap created between the inner
surface 14 of cooking container 12 and spatula 18 during the
rotation of the spatula may not affect the turning and mixing
of food 40 in any significant matter. One reason for this is that
ingredients have a tendency to push forward to displace other
ingredients. One way to minimize the gap is to add a small
rounded sector 72 with a spring arm 74 to accommodate the
changing radius of rotation of the spatula; see FIG. 13.
Another way to accommodate the flat bottom would be the
use of a telescoping or other variable length spatula. Also,just
a central portion of the spatula could be a telescoping and/or
flexible spatula element so that as the central portion of the
spatula begins contacting the flat area on the bottom, the
spatula can continue to follow the contour of the inner surface
of the cooking container along the entire length of the spatula.
In the above described embodiments only one end of the
spatula 18 is driven. However, as shown in FIG. 13, a drive
shaft 76 could extend the between both ends of spatula 18 so
that both ends of the curved spatula are driven by the spatula
driver. FIG. 14 illustrates another version of spatula 18 configured to accommodate flat area 70.
A further embodiment is shown in FIGS. IS and 16. In this
embodiment a shovel-type spatula 80 is used to scrap inner
surface 14 of cooking container 12. The scraping portion 82
may have an arc to conform to the spherical arc of the pot. In
other embodiments, the scraping portion may be made of
flexible, elastic material, such as steel or plastic, and may be
flat and still conform or effectively conform to inner surface
14. If scraping portion 82 is of a flexible, elastic material, it
can also be used for a slightly flat bottom cooking container
12. Because spatula 80 only scrapes a portion of the inner
surface 14, either spatula 80 or cooking container 12 should
rotate around the vertical axis 84 at the center of the cooking
container 12. FIG. IS illustrates the use of a cooking container
rotator 86 which allows cooking container 12 to rotate about
vertical axis 84 as spill ring 26, oscillating spatula driver 20,
drive shaft 76, shovel-type spatula 82 and oscillating spatula
driver 20 remain fixed. Alternatively, spatula driver 20 could
be modified to cause spill ring 26, oscillating spatula driver
20, drive shaft 76, shovel-type spatula 82 and oscillating
spatula driver 20 to rotate relative to cooking container 12 to
create the same result.
The simplicity of the various embodiments of spatula 18 of
assembly 16 allows spatula assembly 16 to be constructed as
a portable device with, for example, a replaceable battery or a
rechargeable battery. One such portable spatula assembly 88
is shown in FIGS. 17 and 18 and includes a housing 89
enclosing motorized spatula driver 20. When using portable
spatula assembly 88, container 12 needs to be constructed so
that spatula assembly 88 can be mounted thereto, such as by
the use of receiving holes defining pivot axis 22. In addition,
a fixture may be needed to prevent rotation of motorized
spatula driver 20 relative to the cooking container during use.
Portable spatulas may also be manually operated.
Cooking apparatus 10 and heat source 30 can be incorporated into a cooking assembly 92, see FIG. 19, including a
housing 91 with built-in electronics to provide automatic
mixing and automatic heating control. In addition, FIG. 20
shows a cooking assembly 92 incorporating an automatic
ingredient dispensing assembly 94 to create a low cost auto-
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mated cooker. Structures and techniques for doing so has
been fully disclosed in the above issued U.S. patents, the
disclosures of which are incorporated by reference.
The effective length of the curved contacting section of
spatula 18 can vary according to esthetic design and intended
use of the spatula. The preferred configuration of spatula 18 is
for the curved section of spatula 18 to sweep the maximum
area of the entire inner surface 14 of cooking container 12.
This will ensure the spatula will loosen any ingredients on the
inner surface 14. Another advantage of a full arc sweeping
spatula 18 is to create a maximum open space for ingredients
to fall back into the cooking container without being caught
by any structural supports of the curved spatula. Since cooking container 12 is preferably spherical and concave in nature,
a curved spatula that can sweep at least 50% of the total height
of the cooking container is adequate for most cooking If the
curved section of spatula 18 is short relative to the size of the
pot, such as spatula example shown in FIG. 16, either the pot
or the spatula assembly 16 has to rotated relative to each other
to ensure a thorough flipping and mixing of ingredients.
Inner cooking surface 14 has an arc length between points
located on opposite sides of the upper edge of the cooking
surface. In the embodiment of FIG. 1, such an arc length can
be measured between the points were pivot axis 22 intersects
upper edge 24. Is preferred that spatula 18 also have an outer,
circular spatula surface that moves along inner surface 14
during the pivotal movement of the spatula; the spatula surface preferably has a length at least 50%, and more preferably
at least 75%, as long as the arc length.
In some embodiments the cooking apparatus can be
adapted for use within a gas or electric oven or microwave
oven. Other embodiments may be designed for other food
preparation tasks such as mixing salad or food ingredients.
Cooking apparatus 10 helps ensure proper flipping and
turning motion of ingredients without crushing, jamming and
excessive pressure on the ingredients. Cooking apparatus 10
is easy to remove, install, clean and maintain, and the simplicity of the system makes it fit for mass production.
The above descriptions may have used terms such as above,
below, top, bottom, over, under, et cetera. These terms are
used to aid understanding of the invention are not used in a
limiting sense. While the present invention is disclosed by
reference to the preferred embodiments and examples
detailed above, it is to be understood that these examples are
intended in an illustrative rather than in a limiting sense. It is
contemplated that modifications and combinations will occur
to those skilled in the art, which modifications and combinations will be within the spirit of the invention and the scope of
the following claims. For example, a handle may be affixed or
removable he monnted to the cooking container. More than
one spatula 18 may be used with cooking apparatus 10.
Any and all patents, patent applications and printed publications referred to above are incorporated by reference.
What is claimed is:
1. A cooking method comprising:
selecting a food preparation assembly comprising a food
preparation container and a spatula assembly mounted
to the food preparation container, the spatula assembly
comprising a curved spatula and a spatula driver, the
food preparation container comprising an upper access
opening and a food preparation surface, the food preparation surface comprising a spheroid surface portion
defining a center of curvature, the food preparation container defining an open interior extending inwardly from
the upper access opening;
introducing food into the food preparation container
through the upper access opening;

flipping and turning food within the open interior of the
food preparation container by:
moving the curved spatula along the food preparation
surface between first and second positions and about
a pivot axis passing through the center of curvature,
the curved spatula moving step comprising:
moving an outer surface of the spatula along the
spheroid surface portion of the food preparation
surface, the outer surface of the spatula comprising
a curved spatula surface with the spheroid surface
portion and the curved spatula surface being like
shaped surfaces;
engaging the food by the curved spatula; and
turning food over before or as the spatula reaches the
first position.
2. The food preparation method according to claim 1,
wherein the food preparation container selecting step is carried out with the center of curvature being a centerline.
3. The food preparation method according to claim 1,
wherein the food preparation container selecting step is carried out with the center of curvature being a center point and
the spheroid surface portion being a spherical surface portion.
4. The food preparation method according to claim 1,
wherein the food preparation container comprises a cooking
container, and further comprising heating the cooking container and the flipping and turning food step comprises cooking the food introduced into the cooking container.
5. The food preparation method according to claim 1,
wherein the curved spatula moving step is carried out with the
spatula having a spatula center of curvature coincident with
the pivot axis.
6. The food preparation method according to claim 1, further comprising turning food over as the spatula reaches the
second position.
7. The food preparation method according to claim 1,
wherein the curved spatula moving step is carried out with the
first position being at or above the access opening.
8. The food preparation method according to claim 1,
wherein the curved spatula moving step is carried out with the
curved spatula surface comprising a spheroid spatula surface.
9. The food preparation method according to claim 1,
wherein the curved spatula moving step further comprises
maintaining the entire curved spatula surface in continuous
close contact with the spheroid surface portion unless and
until the spatula has passed above the access opening.
10. The food preparation method according to claim 1,
wherein the curved spatula moving step comprises moving
the spatula in a reciprocating manner between the first and
second positions.
11. The food preparation method according to claim 10,
wherein the curved spatula moving step comprises moving
the curved spatula over the entire food preparation surface as
the spatula moves along a single curved path directly between
the first and second positions.
12. The food preparation method according to claim 1,
wherein the spatula assembly is free of spatula assembly
material along the pivot axis to define an open region along
the pivot axis, whereby food can fall freely from the upper
access opening of the cooking apparatus, past the pivot axis
and into the open interior.
13. The food preparation method according to claim 1
wherein:
the food preparation assembly selecting step further comprises selecting a spatula assembly in which the curved
spatula comprises a spatula body comprising an inner
surface and a barrier member extending from the inner
surface; and
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the food engaging step comprises engaging the food by the
spatula body and the barrier member.
14. The food preparation method according to claim 1
wherein the curved spatula moving step is carried out with the
pivot axis being a fixed pivot axis relative to the food preparation container.
15. A food flipping and turning cooking method comprising:
heating a cooking assembly comprising a cooking container and a spatula assembly mounted to the cooking
container, the spatula assembly comprising a curved
spatula and a spatula driver, the curved spatula comprising a spatula body having an inner surface and a barrier
member extending from the inner surface, the cooking
container comprising an upper access opening and a
cooking surface, the cooking surface comprising a
spheroid surface portion defining a center of curvature,
the cooking container defining an open interior extending inwardly from the upper access opening;
introducing food into the cooking container through the
upper access opening, the spatula assembly being free of
spatula assembly material along the pivot axis to define
an open region along the pivot axis, whereby food can
fall freely from the upper access opening of the cooking
apparatus, past the pivot axis and into the open interior;
cooking the food introduced into the cooking container, the
food cooking step comprising:
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flipping and turning food within the open interior of the
cooking container by:
moving the curved spatula over the entire cooking surface in a reciprocating manner as the spatula moves
along a single curved path directly between first and
second positions and about a pivot axis passing
through the center of curvature, the center of curvature being coincident with the pivot axis, the pivot
axis being a fixed pivot axis relative to the food preparation container, the curved spatula moving step comprising:
moving an outer surface of the spatula along the
spheroid surface portion of the cooking surface, the
outer surface of the spatula comprising a spheroid
spatula surface with the spheroid surface portion
and the spheroid spatula surface being complementary shaped spheroid surfaces; and
maintaining the entire curved spatula surface in continuous close contact with the spheroid surface portion unless and until the spatula has passed above
the access opening;
engaging the food by the curved spatula; and
turning food over before or as the spatula reaches the first
position.
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